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Abstract: Addressing the emotional needs of the elderly in urban space design has increasingly
become a vital concern. This study innovatively integrates emotional theories with the design of
community outdoor spaces, thereby expanding the research on emotional categorization in urban
spaces. At 8 community outdoor space sites in Yi Jie Qu, China, 330 elderly residents were randomly
recruited to assess their color emotional responses (CER) to the color landscapes of these spaces.
Based on the Affective Circumplex Model and Japanese Color Image Theory, a Color Emotion
Circumplex was constructed to visually represent the overall emotional tendencies and significant
positive emotions of the elderly. The second innovation of this research lies in exploring the driving
factors behind positive emotional responses of the elderly, the primary user group of community
outdoor spaces. We analyzed the significant differences in CER between autumn and winter scenes,
employing variance analysis, correlation, and regression to investigate the substantial effects of
individual factors and color characteristics on positive CER. The study discovered that the elderly
exhibit a stronger CER towards clean and healthy emotions. Notably, CER was more pronounced
in autumn scenes compared to winter. Furthermore, educational level, visit frequency, and color
brightness positively influenced positive CER, whereas walking time from residence and the color
area ratios of blue and gray negatively impacted CER. These findings not only provide a theoretical
basis for age-friendly color design in community spaces, but also offer new perspectives and practical
guidance for the international community planning and design domain. Our research underscores
the importance of incorporating the emotional needs of the elderly into urban space design, offering
novel theoretical and practical guidance for future urban planning and community design.

Keywords: outdoor spaces; color; elderly; color emotional responses (CER); semantic differential (SD)

1. Introduction

As the global population aging situation intensifies, academia has shown a growing
interest in expediting age-friendly development. The World Population Prospects report
(2022), published by the United Nations, predicted the growth of the elderly population.
The proportion of individuals aged 65 and above is expected to increase from 10 percent
in 2022 to 16 percent in 2050 (World Population Ageing 2022). The aging trend is also
significant in China, which has emerged as one of the countries with the largest and fastest-
growing elderly populations in the world [1]. The majority of the elderly in China spend
their later years mainly at home and in the community. Thus, the community not only
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bears the primary social responsibility for aging but also is the fundamental spatial unit for
achieving aging in place [2]. As a component of community space, various outdoor spaces
serve as the main spatial carriers for the elderly in China to engage in community public
life and neighborhood interaction. Numerous previous studies have demonstrated that the
elderly can benefit in terms of social, mental, and physical well-being by participating in
community outdoor activities [3]. Enhancing the use of outdoor public spaces and creating
opportunities for positive activity can contribute to the physical and social well-being of
the elderly [4].

In addition, visual perception and exposure to real-life natural environments offer
additional mental health benefits when participating in physical activity [5]. Among all
visual elements, color stands out as the initial element of visual perception, occupying 80%
of the initial visual information when the viewer observes their surrounding environment.
Color is one of the potent visual symbols used by people to perceive urban characteristics
and community environments [6], directly influencing the viewer’s visual comfort [7]
and inner feelings in urban space. Thus, it can be seen that the color creation of age-
friendly community outdoor spaces is crucial to promoting elderly people’s well-being.
Consequently, it is imperative to investigate the color emotional responses (CER) of the
elderly to community outdoor spaces, so as to capture public emotional needs and promote
the construction of age-friendly communities.

1.1. Association between Color and Emotion

The influence of color on human emotions is widely recognized in academia. Color is
a complex synthesis of the brain’s response to visual stimulation, which is associated with
the inner feelings and preferences of people [8]. For instance, blue is linked to credibility,
high quality, relaxation, tranquility, coolness, and cheerfulness [9], while red is associated
with joy, festivity, anger, tension, exhaustion, etc. [10]. In another example, blue flowers
are found to play an effective role in relaxation and stress reduction, while flowers in
orange, yellow, and red evoke uplifted emotions and deliver better positive affect [11]. In
general, human emotions can be categorized positive, neutral, and negative categories, and
people’s emotions toward the color landscape can similarly be roughly divided into these
three categories [12,13]. Positive emotions tend to be lively, aspiring, and warm, while
negative emotions tend to be restless, anxious, and cold [14]. Moreover, previous studies
have demonstrated correlation between color and emotion in both language images [15,16]
and the visual perception of colors [17]. Therefore, it is feasible to link color and semantics
to study human perception of the environment.

1.2. Color Emotion Classification

Regarding human emotion responses to the environment, the affective circumplex
model [18,19] provides an effective approach to categorize and describe the intensity of
emotional responses [20,21]. As illustrated in Figure 1a, this model utilizes two bipolar
dimensions of emotion responses to characterize human emotions. Pleasant–unpleasant
(“valence”) characterizes whether the emotional response is positive or negative, and
arousing–sleepy (“arousal”) describes the degree of feeling active. The model is typically
visualized as a two-dimensional chart with valence on the X-axis and arousal on the
Y-axis. In recent years, the Nippon Color & Design Research Institute (NCD) in Japan
has introduced a color image theory for the color application field, identifying 130 color
semantic words closely related to the design application field [22]. These words associate
people’s psychological and physiological feelings with color and are strongly relevant to
the study of color design in community outdoor spaces. Current research linking spaces
or landscapes to emotions often addresses only a few basic types of emotions. However,
human emotional experiences are so complex that it is necessary to further subdivide the
emotion categories based on eight basic emotions, including arousing, exciting, pleasant,
relaxing, sleepy, gloomy, unpleasant, and distressing [19] to advance landscape-emotion
linkage studies.
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1.3. Factors Affecting Landscape Perception and Preference

Color landscape perception is an interaction process between humans and the color
landscape. From the initial color stimulus to color perception, and then to the human
emotional reaction, color emotion is influenced by both landscape characteristics and
individual factors of the viewer. Previous studies have confirmed the influence of color
physical characteristics have a significant impact on scenic beauty of forest landscape [23],
and visual comfort of subway space [24]. For example, the blue and white flower colors
are perceived as the most relaxing, while orange, white, yellow, and red flower colors
are deemed the most exciting [11]. Generally, people have different emotional responses
to colors under different conditions of color saturation [25]. As urban color research
progresses, a large number of existing studies on blue-green spaces emphasized the effects
among landscape color, perception, emotion, and psychological processes. Pleasant blue-
green spaces have a good healing effect on people [26]. Moreover, the elderly prefer brighter
colors that combine darker and lighter colors, compared to younger people [27].

In addition, demographic factors also affect landscape perception, which mainly in-
clude age [28,29], gender [30,31], cultural background [32], education level [33,34], place of
residence [35], frequency of perception [36], and environmental familiarity [37], etc. In addi-
tion, seasonal change is probably cause differences in people’s perception of the landscape
environment. For example, a study of seasonal rice terrace landscapes in Japan showed that
tourists had a higher overall positive experience in summer than in autumn, which was
related to the barrenness of farmland in autumn [38]. Another study of landscape features
affecting visitor density in integrated parks showed that zones with a higher shading
degree attracted more visitors in summer and deterred visitors in winter [39]. Therefore,
color emotion assessment can borrow three dimensions of visual landscape perception,
including the subjective psychology of space users, objective landscape characteristics and
seasonal change describing time (Figure 1b).

1.4. Psychological Process of Space and Environment Perception

Environmental psychology explores human–environment interactions, and has found
extensive applications in urban design and landscape creation. Environmental psychol-
ogy examines the transactions between individuals and their built and natural environ-
ments [40]. The theory of environmental psychology generally divides the perception
process into four steps: sensation, perception, cognition, and behavior [41–43] (Figure 1b).
Among them, cognition is the result of the observer’s emotional processing and logical
reasoning, taking into account his or her cultural background, real-life situation, and
thinking ability. Behavior is an individual’s processing of perceived environmental infor-
mation, which includes both inner tendency, preference, and emotions, as well as external
behaviors [42]. CER in the study is one aspect of the environmental perception process.
Consequently, the environmental psychology offered a strong theoretical guide to color
perception and emotional response. CER can be comprehended as an inner component
during people’s perceived color landscape.
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1.5. Research Gaps Identification and Study Aims

Previous studies on urban color landscape have mainly focused on discussing the
visual quality and visual impacts of specific spatial elements. Examples include vegetation
color in a community and park [32,44,45], forest color [23,29], architectural color [7,17,46],
and road color safety [47], as well as the network correlation of macro urban facade
color [21,36]. However, there is a lack of color landscape discussions at a scale of community
daily public space. Existing studies on color landscapes and color perception among the
elderly have primarily centered on the color of senior care buildings [48,49], with limited
exploration of outdoor spaces. The elderly are the main users of community outdoor spaces,
and CER assessment surveys targeting them are essential to enhance public emotions and
promote sustainable development in local communities. However, existing research on
the factors influencing CER has not been deeply studied. It is necessary to integrate the
demographic factors of the subjects, the color characteristic indicators of the objects, and
the seasonal change factor represented by time into the discussion of the effects on CER,
to further clarify the association between color landscape and emotional responses. Thus,
this study recruited 330 elderly residents from Yi Jie Qu, China, to participate in an on-site
semantic differential experiment assessing CER of the elderly to eight community outdoor
spaces. The aim was to acquire quantitative information on CER for age-friendly color
design in community outdoor spaces by answering the following questions.

1. Do the elderly exhibit overall emotional tendency toward color landscape of their
community outdoor spaces?

2. Are there significant positive CER differences between autumn and winter scenes of
community outdoor spaces?

3. Do color characteristics and individual factors significantly influence the positive CER
of the elderly?

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Color Emotion Circumplex Model

In accordance with the affective circumplex model (Russell) [18,19] and the color image
theory in Japan [22], this study selected 19 sets of color image word pairs from 130 color
images. These word pairs were closely related to the physical and mental health of the
elderly. To further understand the color emotional needs of the elderly within a community,
interviews were conducted with community managers and color design experts. The
results indicated that most of the elderly in the community exhibit a preference for familiar
environments and enjoy engaging in friendly and interesting activities. Consequently,
three additional pairs of color emotions were introduced: familiar–unfamiliar, friendly–
unfriendly, and interesting–boring pairs. Eventually, a color emotion circumplex model
was built, comprising 22 pairs of emotions. Adapted from the affective circumplex model
and Japanese NCD color images, this model includes 9 color emotions associated with
boring, 9 with exciting, 14 with distressing, and 12 with relaxing (Figure 2a,b).

2.2. Study Framework for CER Assessment of the Elderly toward Community Outdoor Spaces

Drawing upon the psychological process of human environment perception, the CER
process can be similarly divided into four stages: color sensation, color association, color
image cognition, and the ultimate CER. Based on previous studies on the influencing factors
of visual landscape [25,26,28,33,36], this study introduced the color landscape as an object,
the elderly as a subject, and the seasonal factors representing time, to examine the effects of
these elements on CER. This study is dedicated to exploring the overall CER tendencies of the
elderly, testing significant differences in CER between autumn and winter scenes, as well as
examining the significant effects of individual factors and color characteristics on CER. Finally,
a study framework for assessing the CER of the elderly toward their community outdoor
spaces has been constructed, as shown in Figure 3. This study aims to identifying the overall
color emotional needs of the elderly and exploring the significant factors influencing CER in
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community outdoor spaces. The findings are intended to provide quantitative information and
decision support for the community color creation.
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3. Data and Methods
3.1. Case Study Area

Dujiangyan city is a millennia-old cultural city in China, and Yi Jie Qu is located in
the northern part of Dujiangyan city (N 31◦0′23′′, E 103◦37′30′′), northwest of Chengdu
city, Sichuan province, as depicted in Figure 4. It is nestled beneath the Lingyan Mountain
and along the banks of the Puyang River, covering an area of approximately 1.5 square
kilometers. Yi Jie Qu is a significant reconstruction project after the Wenchuan earthquake
in China. Through more than a decade of hard work, the area has been transformed
into a vibrant community. According to the interview with this community management
organization (interview in October 2022), there are a total of 2953 elderly residents in the
community, roughly accounting for one-third of the total population. Furthermore, the
elderly constitute over 80% of residents participating in daily activities within community
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outdoor spaces. There are 24 OASs in Yi Jie Qu, including squares, streets, parks, and
courtyards in this community. Among them, eight OASs had a higher frequency of daily
participation and a larger in size, as shown in Figure 5. Besides, Yijie Qu’s blue-green space
was deliberately planned and constructed [50], with a large proportion of blue and green
colors and a beautiful ecological environment of the community.
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3.2. Color Data Collection

Color data was collected during autumn and winter. In autumn, data collection
occurred on cloudy days between 10 and 15 October 2022. In winter, the elderly are
more inclined to engage in outdoor activities on sunny days. Therefore, winter data were
collected on sunny days from 10 to 15 January 2023. Scene photographs of eight community
outdoor spaces were collected by on-site panoramic shots using a DSLR camera (Nikon
D780, Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The photographer maintained a fixed position
in each outdoor space, taking 4–5 consecutive photographs of that space from various
angles. Subsequently, the photographs were connected into a panorama picture using
Adobe Photoshop 2020 software (Adobe Systems Incorporated, San Jose, CA, USA). This
work required a panoramic view of a outdoor space as complete as possible while keeping
the sight distance at a medium distance level. With reference to the average eye height
of Chinese adults, the camera was consistently positioned 1.6 m from the ground. This
ensured that the photographs were taken as close as possible to the perspective of people.

To minimize the sampling influence caused by variations in direct sunlight inten-
sity, the scene photographs were taken between 3 h after sunrise and 3 h before sunset
(9:00 a.m.–3:00 p.m.), a period when the color temperature of daylight remains relatively
stable. Ultimately, two sets of scene photographs were collected from eight sample sites
during autumn and winter, as shown in Figure 6. These photographs were used for CER
assessment and as a data source for color objective characteristics.
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3.3. Questionnaire Investigation

A total of 330 elderly people were recruited through random sampling with informed
consent to participate in an on-site SD experiment conducted in community outdoor spaces.
The questionnaire investigation procedure comprised three parts: a color screening test, a
survey of individual information, and an on-site SD experiment.
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3.3.1. Color Screening Test

The initial stage involved a color screening test, consisting of two steps. Based on
the colorblindness and color weakness tests (two questions), there was an additional color
association test for the three primary colors and the three secondary colors (six questions).
If elderly respondents could give some associations and verbal descriptions for all six
colors, it indicated that they had a certain level of color semantic association. Those who
successfully passed this screening were subsequently invited to participate in the next CER
survey. In total, 341 elderly respondents in the outdoor spaces were recruited for the color
screening test. Among them, 11 elderly respondents did not pass the color screening test,
leaving 330 elderly respondents could continue to participate in the next step of on-site
SD experiment.

3.3.2. Survey of Individual and Visiting Factors

For the above 330 elderly respondents, individual information was surveyed and
recorded. This included individual factors such as age, gender, and education level,
as well as visit factors such as walking time from residence, visit frequency, and the
time period of visit (Table 1). These details were used in the correlation analysis to test
whether individual variables significantly influenced the positive CER of the elderly toward
community outdoor spaces.

Table 1. Survey of individual information.

Individual Information Items Categories

Background
factors

Gender Male = 1; Female = 2

Age 65–70 = 1; 70–75 = 2;
75–80 = 3; over 80 = 4

Educational level
Junior Secondary or Below = 1;

High school or technical secondary school = 2;
Junior college = 3; Bachelor degree or above = 4

Visiting factors

Walking time from residence

Less than 5 min = 1;
Less than 10 min = 2;
Less than 15 min = 3;
Less than 30 min = 4;

More than 30 min

Visit frequency

Once a day or more = 1;
Once a week or more = 2;

Once a month or more = 3;
Once a year or more = 4

Time periods
for visit

6:00–10:00 a.m. = 1; 13:00–14:00 p.m. = 2;
15:00–17:00 p.m. = 3; 19:00–21:00 p.m. = 4

3.3.3. On-Site SD Experiment for CER Assessment

In this study, the Semantic Differential (SD) method was used to measure the CER
values of the elderly toward community outdoor spaces and to collect a semantic data set
of CER. The semantic differential, introduced in 1957 by C.E. Osgood, is a psychological
measurement method that uses semantics as a scale for conducting psychological exper-
iments [51,52]. It is commonly used to assess landscape preferences and visual quality.
For the quantitative assessment of CER, a five-part Likert scale was used to differentiate
semantic differences and the CER intensity of the elderly toward community outdoor
spaces. The scale included 22 pairs of adjectives with opposite meanings, categorizing
emotions into positive, neutral and negative, and the specific categories were designated as
follows: “very negative” (−2), “slightly negative” (−1), “neutral” (0), “slightly positive”(1),
and “very positive” (2), as shown in Figure 7. During the on-site SD experiment, positive
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and negative semantic words in the scale were randomly positioned on either side of the
scale assessment, to prevent choice stereotyping among the elderly participants.
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3.3.4. Acquisition Process of CER Values

Through the CER assessment of the elderly toward 16 scenes of autumn and winter
using the above five scales (−2, −1, 0, 1, 2), CER scores for each pair of emotions were
obtained from 330 elderly respondents. The scores were used to draw the SD curve
describing the general CER of the elderly toward all scenes. Moreover, the average values
of the CER scores were calculated and named as CER-R values. CER-R values represented
the CER intensity of 330 elderly respondents to all community outdoor spaces, using to
examine the effects of individual variables on CER. In addition, the average CER scores
were obtained for each outdoor space or scene were calculated and named as CER-S values.
CER-S values represented the CER intensity obtained for each space or scene, using to
examine the effect of color characteristics on CER. Both the CER-R values and CER-S
are consistent with the following rules, the higher the CER value, the more positively of
elders’ emotional intensity, while the lower the CER values, the more negatively. In total,
each elderly respondent contributed 352 CER assessments, resulting in the collection of
116,160 CER assessments from 330 respondents.

3.4. Data Analysis and Variable Design

The description and correlation analysis were conducted through SPSS 27.0 software
(IBM Corporation, New York, NY, USA), while the Graphpad Prism 8.0 software (GraphPad
Software Company, Bonston, MA, USA) was used for drawing the SD curve of the general
CER of the elderly.

3.4.1. Overall CER Tendency of the Elderly toward Community Outdoor Spaces

Through calculating the mean values of each pair of color emotions, the prominent
color emotions with CER values greater than the mean were identified as the color emotion
category that best describes all scenes. These prominent emotions were linked to the color
emotion circumplex model, visually aggregating and reflecting the overall color emotion
tendency of the elderly toward community outdoor spaces. By observing the quadrant
distribution of prominent color emotions in the color emotion circumplex, the overall
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CER tendency of the elderly and positive emotions were determined. In the model, the
display size of words represented the CER intensity, with larger words indicating stronger
CER intensity.

3.4.2. Color Characteristics Analysis of Community Outdoor Spaces

The color characteristics of 16 scenes were analyzed using the Color Summarizer Web
Service (https://mk.bcgsc.ca/color-summarizer/, 18 January 2023). This analysis included
the color indicators of HSV (The Hexcone Model built by A. R. Smith), the color area ratios
of green, blue, and gray, as well as the color spatial pattern of colors (Table 2). In the color
clustering analysis process, the K value was uniformly set to 5, categorizing the color of
each scene into 5 clusters. The precision was set to 200 px and the output format was
configured to html style. All the color indicators were used in the subsequent analysis to
examine the effect of color characteristics on CER-S.

Table 2. Color characteristic indicators.

Color Characteristics Indicator Description

HSV indicators

H represents hue, measured by angle, with the range of 0◦~360◦;
S represents saturation of a color, with values ranging from 0 to
1, a larger value indicates a more saturated color;
V represents value or the brightness of a color, with values;
ranging from 0 to 1, a larger value indicates a brighter color

Color area ratio
Percentage of green areas in the scene;
Percentage of blue areas in the scene;
Percentage of gray areas in the scene

Color spatial pattern
One of the color spatial patterns of dots, lines, and surfaces = 1;
Two of the color patterns of dots, lines and surfaces = 2;
Three of the color patterns of points, lines and surfaces = 3

3.4.3. Significant Difference in CER between Autumn and Winter

To find out whether there are significant differences in the CER of the elderly toward
community outdoor spaces during autumn and winter, this study applied the paired sample
t-test method to analyze the significant differences in CER-R values between autumn and
winter scenes. This method is a statistical method used to test whether there is a significant
difference between paired quantitative data. To further analyze the specific differences in
CER between autumn and winter scenes, a descriptive statistical analysis was conducted to
compare the CER-S values across 16 scenes. Both the outdoor spaces and the scenes with
higher and lower CER-S values were identified. This can provide quantitative evidence for
color design for different seasons and different types of community outdoor spaces.

3.4.4. Effects of Individual and Color Characteristic Variables on Positive CER

To explore the subjective and objective external influences on the positive CER of the
elderly toward community outdoor spaces, this study attempted to build two regression
models. The first model aimed to examine the effect of individual factors on positive CER,
while the second model aimed to examine the effect of color characteristics on positive CER.

In the first model, individual factors were used as the independent variable, and the
positive CER-R values were used as the dependent variable. Firstly, one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was applied to explore the significant CER-R differences in different
population groups. Then, correlation analysis (Kendall Tau) was used to explore the corre-
lations between individual factors and positive CER-R values. Ultimately, the relationship
and intensity of the effects of individual variables on CER were further explained by con-
structing a stepwise regression model. In the second model, color characteristics variables
were used as the independent variable, and the positive CER-S values were used as the
dependent variable. Firstly, correlation analysis (Person) was used to initially explore the
correlations between color characteristics and positive CER-S. Then, the relationship and

https://mk.bcgsc.ca/color-summarizer/
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intensity of the effects of color characteristics on positive CER were further explained by
constructing another stepwise regression model.

Ultimately, the external elements on subjects and objects that significantly influenced
positive CER of the elderly were determined. This can contribute to providing quantitative
information on the target users’ needs and on the color control indicators for age-friendly
color design in the community spaces.

3.5. Reliability and Validity Test

To ensure the robustness of the data collected, the reliability test and validity test
of the CER scale were conducted in this study. The results showed that the Cronbach’s
Alpha coefficient for internal reliability of CER values was 0.853, indicating that the ques-
tionnaire had a high reliability. Moreover, the reliability value of the questionnaire did
not increase when any of the items were deleted, so no items were removed from the
questionnaire. Meanwhile, the validity test results are shown in Table 2, KMO = 0.857 > 0.7,
Sig. = 0.000 < 0.01, which indicates that the validity of the questionnaire is also high.

4. Results
4.1. Description Statistics
4.1.1. Demographic Statistics of the Elderly Respondents

The individual information of the elderly interviewed are presented in Table 3. The
majority of respondents belonged to the 60–80 years age group, accounting for 98.2%
of the total. In China, elders in this age group are usually retired and more likely to
engage in daily outdoor activities in a community. Besides, a large proportion of the
elderly respondents (80.6%) reported an educational level below high school or secondary
school. The majority of them reside within 10–30 min walking time (83.7%), and almost
all respondents participate in a neighborhood at least once a month or several times
a month (99.8%). Additionally, the most common time periods for visits were between
6:00 a.m.–10:00 a.m. and 15:00 p.m.–17:00 p.m., accounting for a combined total of 77.8%. In
summary, the individual information provided by the elderly respondents aligns well with
the current situation in China, effectively representing the basic demographic characteristics
of the elderly users engaged in community outdoor activities.

Table 3. Statistics of the elderly respondents (n = 330).

Individual Factors Categories N Weighted %

Gender
Male 127 38.5

Female 203 61.5

Age

65–70 204 61.8
70–75 120 36.4
75–80 5 1.5
>80 1 0.3

Education
Level

Junior Secondary or Below 139 42.1
High School or Technical Secondary School 127 38.5

Junior College 50 15.2
Bachelor Degree or Above 14 4.2

Walking time from
residence

Less than 5 min 17 5.2
Less than 10 min 34 10.3
Less than 15 min 59 17.9
Less than 30 min 217 65.8
More than 30 min 3 0.9

Visit frequency

Once a Day or More 69 20.9
Once a Week or More 85 25.8

Once a Month or More 151 45.8
Once a Year or More 25 7.6

Time periods
for visit

6:00–10:00 a.m. 120 36.4
13:00–14:00 p.m. 36 10.9
15:00–17:00 p.m. 107 32.4
19:00–21:00 p.m. 67 20.3
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4.1.2. Color Characteristics Statistics of the Community Outdoor Spaces

To obtain the color characteristics of 16 scenes, this study analyzed the HSV color indicators,
color area ratios of blue, green and gray, and color spatial patterns using Color Summarizer
Web Service. As shown in Table 4, the results showed that the mean values of hue indicator
in 16 scenes ranges 80◦~194◦. By comparison with the Hexcone Model, it was found that the
colors corresponding to this hue interval mainly include yellow, green, cyan, blue, and purple.
The mean value of saturation indicator ranges 0.09~0.4, indicating that the colors are generally
low saturation in 16 scenes, while the mean of brightness indicator ranges 0.35~0.69, indicating
that colors are generally medium-high brightness. Additionally, the color area ratios results
revealed that blue is 10.67~48.17%, green is 2.2~37.79% and gray is 9.92~81.13%. Among all
the scenes, three scenes exhibit the color spatial pattern combining three forms of dot, line, and
surface. Only A3 scene exhibited one form of surface, and most of the rest scenes combining
two forms of dot, line, and surface.

Table 4. Color characteristics statistics.

Scene
Mean Of HSV Indicators Color Area Ratios Color Spatial

PatternHue Saturation Brightness Green Blue Gray

A1 137 30 50 26.80% 20.24% 34.64% 3
A2 135 28 68 39.65% 35.90% 9.92% 3
A3 148 14 66 17.13% 47.21% 10.70% 1
A4 168 9 69 3.67% 36.96% 63.04% 2
A5 129 17 61 38.83% 24.25% 36.92% 3
A6 158 17 65 20.69% 25.76% 53.55% 2
A7 111 13 62 12.34% 22.72% 56.05% 2
A8 93 23 43 2.20% 23.54% 76.45% 2
W1 88 42 48 37.79% 41.08% 21.12% 2
W2 80 29 49 5.60% 48.17% 20.88% 3
W3 110 21 50 28.50% 36.98% 34.53% 2
W4 182 24 45 2.80% 34.15% 65.84% 2
W5 136 21 35 8.20% 10.67% 81.13% 2
W6 194 25 45 6.14% 33.72% 60.13% 2
W7 147 22 42 10.96% 17.22% 71.86% 2

4.1.3. CER Assessment and Color Emotion Circumplex

(1) CER-R value statistics

As shown in Figure 8, the CER-R values of 22 pairs of emotions were obtained, with
almost all of the CER-R values of the elderly toward outdoor spaces in Yi Jie Qu exceeding 0.
Exceptionally, the emotions of diverse–monotonous elicited a negative emotional response,
the elderly responded positively to all of the remaining 21 pairs of emotions. This indicated
an almost positive CER for outdoor spaces by the elderly. The highest CER-R value occurred
in healthy emotion (0.586) and the lowest CER-R value occurred in monotonous emotion
(−0.438). The mean value of 22 pairs of color emotions was 0.227, as shown in Figure 9.
There were 11 color emotions with CER-R values greater than the mean, including clean
(0.376, strongest emotion), healthy (0.365, stronger emotion), safe (0.363), active (0.338),
hopeful (0.307), calm (0.307), monotonous (0.298), fragrant (0.281), coordinated (0.280),
friendly (0.259), and comfortable (0.264).

(2) Color emotion circumplex of the elderly toward outdoor spaces in Yi Jie Qu

Upon clustering the 11 color emotions in the color emotion circumplex model, the overall
emotion tendency of the elderly toward community outdoor spaces in Yi Jie Qu was visually
presented visually, as shown in Figure 10. This color emotion circumplex revealed that the
elderly had seven color emotions clustered in the relaxation emotion quadrant, three in the
excitement quadrant, and one in the boring quadrant. As a result, the overall CER tendency of
the elderly tends to be more relaxed, moderately aroused, and slightly bored. The emotions of
clean and healthy stands out as the strongest emotional responses of the elderly.
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(3) CER-S value statistics of eight community outdoor spaces
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The CER-S values for eight community outdoor spaces were counted, as shown in
Figure 11. Three outdoor spaces exhibited relatively higher CER-S values, including streetside
square (0.243, space with the highest CER-S value), followed by outdoor lawn (0.231) and
Yi Lake Trail (0.226). In contrast, the elderly showed the lower CER-S values in the space
adjacent to public building (0.134, space with the lowest CER-S value), followed by the street
(0.139) and the community entrance (0.176). In general, the elderly had the strongest CER for
streetside square and the weakest CER for space adjacent to public building.
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Figure 11. CER-S values statistics of eight community outdoor spaces.

4.2. CER Differences between Autumn and Winter Scene
4.2.1. Paired-Sample t-Tests

Paired-sample t-tests were used to analyze the significant differences in CER-R values
for the scenes of autumn and winter. The normality distribution for the data of CER-S
values of autumn and winter scenes were tested using the Shapiro–Wilk test, yielding a
result that the data passed the normality test. Then, the paired-sample t-test result were
showed in Table 5, with p = 0.038 and t = −2.115. This indicated a significant difference in
the CER of the elderly between autumn and winter scenes, which revealed the significant
role played by seasonal changes in CER variation among the elderly.

Table 5. Paired sample t-test.

Paired Items
Pair (Mean ± Standard Deviation) Difference Value

(Pair 1 − Pair 2) t p
Pair 1 Pair 2

CER values for autumn scenes paired
CER values for winter scenes 3.61 ± 51.53 −0.06 ± 46.91 3.67 2.115 0.038 *

* p < 0.05.

4.2.2. CER-S Values Comparison between Autumn and Winter Scenes

By further analyzing the CER-S values for 16 scenes, it was found that the CER-S
values in autumn scenes ranged from “0.163” to “0.376”, while CER-S values ranged from
“−0.008” to “0.186” in winter scenes. Notably, the CER-S values were generally higher
in autumn scenes than winter. The peaks of CER-S values among 16 scenes described in
Figure 12. The highest value occurred in streetside square of autumn scene (0.376), while
the lowest value occurred in street of winter scene (−0.008). Figure 13a,b showed the scenes
with the highest and lowest CER-S values, as well as their color spatial patterns and color
area ratios. Additionally, compared to scenes with lower CER-S values, scenes with higher
CER-S values showed relatively brighter colors, more green, less gray, and more diverse
color spatial patterns.
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4.3. The Effect of Individual Factors and Color Characteristics on CER
4.3.1. The Effect of Individual Factors on Positive CER

Following the result of normal distribution test, both the data of individual variable
and positive CER-R values from 330 respondents can be basically accepted as normally
distributed (absolute kurtosis < 10 and absolute skewness < 3). The variance chi-square
test results showed a significance (p > 0.05), which indicated that a one-way ANOVA can
be conducted. The ANOVA results showed significant positive CER differences among
internal subgroups of age (F = 2.763, p = 0.042 < 0.05), educational level (F = 11.098,
p = 0.000 < 0.05), and walking time from residence (F = 5.469, p = 0000 < 0.05). However,
there were no significant positive CER differences between internal subgroups of gender,
visit frequency, and time period of visit. Furthermore, the results of Kendall Tau correlation
analysis were shown in Table 6, indicating that positive CER-R values were significantly
correlated with education level (positive), walking time from residence (negative), and
visit frequency (positive) among the elderly respondents. However, gender, age, and time
period of visit did not show a significant effect on their positive CER.

Based on the results of one-way ANOVA and correlation analyzes described above,
this study chose age, education level, walking time from residence, visit frequency, and
time period of visit as the independent variable and the positive CER-R values from
330 respondents as the dependent variable to construct a stepwise linear regression model.
This model was used to further analyze the significant effects and their intensity of the
individual variables on the CER. The correlation result indicated that education level,
walking time from residence and visit frequency showed significant effects on positive CER
of the elderly, while gender, age, and time period of visit showed such a weak effect that they
were excluded from the model (Table 7). The regression result indicated that the residuals
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followed a normal distribution. Variance analysis revealed a linear correlation between
individual variables and positive CER, which demonstrated that the regression model
passed the overall significance test (F = 16.694, p = 0.000). Moreover, the model passed the
multi-collinearity test (Variance Inflation Factor = 1.005~1.018 < 10) [53], indicating that the
absence of multicollinearity problems in the model.

Table 6. Correlations between individual factors and positive CER-R values (Kendall Tau).

Positive
CER-R Value Gender Age Education

Level

Walking
Time from
Residence

Visit
Frequency

Gender
Coefficients 0.013
Significance 0.772

Age Coefficients 0.060 0.048
Significance 0.183 0.385

Education level
Coefficients 0.219 ** −0.068 0.110 *
Significance 0.000 0.192 0.033

Walking time from
residence

Coefficients −0.151 ** 0.126 * 0.087 −0.082
Significance 0.000 0.016 0.094 0.096

Visit frequency Coefficients 0.176 ** −0.004 0.089 0.113 * 0.018
Significance 0.000 0.942 0.079 0.018 0.716

Time period of
visit

Coefficients 0.061 −0.028 −0.061 −0.044 −0.089 −0.015
Significance 0.143 0.580 0.227 0.357 0.066 0.747

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01

Table 7. Significant individual factors as in stepwise linear regression model (n = 330).

Variables Unstandardized Beta Standardized Beta t Sig. Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance VIF

(constant) 10.566 3.316 3.186 0.002
Education level 2.989 0.754 0.207 3.965 0.000 0.979 1.022

Walking time from residence −2.173 0.711 −0.158 −3.056 0.002 0.995 1.005
Visit frequency 2.771 0.657 0.219 4.217 0.000 0.983 1.018

The successful construction of the regression model further illustrated that education
level (t = 3.965, p = 0.000), walking time from residence (t = −3.056, p = 0.002), and
visit frequency (t = 4.217, p = 0.000) were the key individual factors with a significant
effect on positive CER. Among the three key individual factors, education level, and visit
frequency had a positive effect on positive CER, while the walking time from residence had
a negative effect. Moreover, the strongest intensity of effect was found in education level
(B = 2.989), followed by visit frequency (B = 2.771), and finally walking time from residence
(B = −2.173).

4.3.2. The Effect of Color Characteristic on Positive CER

Through normal distribution test, both the data of color characteristics variable and
positive CER-S values of 16 scenes can be basically accepted as normally distributed (abso-
lute kurtosis < 10 and absolute skewness < 3). This indicated that the Pearson correlation
analysis can be carried out. As shown in Table 8, the correlation result revealed that the
positive CER-S values of 16 scenes were significantly correlated with the color indicators of
saturation (negative), brightness (positive), and the color area ratios of green (positive), blue
(negative), gray (negative), as well as the color spatial pattern (positive). In addition, the
indicator of hue showed no significant effect on positive CER-S values and was excluded
from the subsequent model.
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Table 8. Correlations between color characteristic and positive CER-S values (Pearson).

Positive
CER-S Value

Hue Saturation Brightness Color Area Ratio of Three Colors
Green Blue Gray

Hue
Coefficients −0.103
Significance 0.054

Saturation
Coefficients −0.153 ** −0.411 **
Significance 0.004 0.000

Brightness Coefficients 0.358 ** 0.174 ** −0.507 **
Significance 0.000 0.001 0.000

Color area ratio
of green

Coefficients 0.233 ** −0.297 ** 0.383 ** 0.293 **
Significance 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Color area ratio
of blue

Coefficients −0.124 * −0.155 ** 0.199 ** 0.146 ** 0.017
Significance 0.024 0.005 0.000 0.008 0.762

Color area ratio
of gray

Coefficients −0.186 ** 0.358 ** −0.368 ** −0.418 ** −0.684 ** −0.623 ** 0.060
Significance 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.258

Color spatial
pattern

Coefficients −0.186 ** −0.278 ** 0.370 ** 0.002 0.393 ** −0.183 **
Significance 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.969 0.000 0.001

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01

To further analyze the effect of color characteristics on positive CER, another stepwise
linear regression model was conducted. The independent variable included the color
indicators of saturation and brightness, the color area ratios of blue and green, as well as
color spatial pattern as the independent variable, while the dependent variable was the
positive CER-S values of 16 scenes. The regression results showed that the residuals fol-
lowed a normal distribution. Variance analysis revealed a linear correlation between color
characteristics and positive CER, indicating that the regression model passed the overall
significance test (F = 15.422, p < 0.001). Moreover, the model passed the multicollinearity
test (Variance Inflation Factor = 1.520~6.822 < 10) [53], indicating that there was no problem
with multicollinearity in the model.

As shown in Table 9, the construction of the regression model further demonstrated
that the color indicators of brightness (t = 3.931, p = 0.000), the color area ratio of blue
(t = −4.757, p = 0.000) and gray (t = −3.598, p = 0.000) had a significant effect on elderly
people’s positive CER. However, the color indicators of S, the color area ratio of green and
the color spatial pattern showed no significant effects on positive CER, then they were
excluded. Meanwhile, the brightness had a positive effect on positive CER, while the color
area ratio of blue and gray had a negative effect. Additionally, the strongest intensity of
effect was found in the color area ratio of blue (B = −1.024), while the color indicator of
brightness (B = 0.008) and the color area ratio of gray (B = −0.004) showed comparatively
weaker effects.

Table 9. Significant color characteristics in stepwise linear regression model (n = 352).

Variables Unstandardized Beta Standardized Beta t Sig. Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance VIF

(constant) 0.363 1.801 0.073
VBrightness 0.008 0.363 3.931 0.000 0.283 3.535

Color area ratio of blue −1.024 −0.468 −4.757 0.000 0.249 4.020
Color area ratio of gray −0.004 −0.461 −3.598 0.000 0.247 6.822

5. Discussion
5.1. The Elderly Showed the Strongest CER toward Clean and Healthy Emotions

The result of SD experiment indicate that the elderly had the strongest CER regarding
clean and healthy emotions toward the community outdoor spaces in Yi Jie Qu. This may
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be related to the clean lakes, rivers and large area of public green spaces in the community.
Firstly, the elderly showed a highest CER toward clean emotion. This finding is aligns
with a study of social needs and values of urban water features, which confirmed that
a positive correlation between perceptions of cleanliness and higher positive emotion of
happiness, serenity, surprise, and relaxation, and significantly influenced the six basic
human emotions of joy, serenity, fear, disgust, sadness, and surprise [54]. Also, a study on
the perceived visual landscape quality of green spaces has demonstrated that the healthy
and tidy trees with appropriate color contrasts are more conducive to the restoration of
human perception [55]. Furthermore, the study on age-friendly public space has indicated
that environmental cleanliness is more responsive to the needs of the elderly for using
outdoor spaces in their community [56]. Additionally, the elderly showed a higher CER for
healthy emotion, which is probably related to the large area of outdoor lawn and waterfront
space in Yi Jie Qu. Extensive evidence supports the health benefits of blue and green
spaces, and people tend to show more positive emotions in accessible outdoor spaces and
landscapes with blue-green elements [57]. Therefore, the clean water environment, tidy
trees, and more green areas can contribute to fostering clean and healthy color emotions,
ultimately creates an overall relaxing landscape atmosphere.

5.2. CER Differences Are Related to Seasonal Change

This study confirmed a significant seasonal difference in CER among the elderly, and
the CER were higher overall in autumn than in winter. The difference may be attributed to
the vegetation withering and the monotonous color landscape during winter, reflecting
that the CER of the elderly varies with different seasons. A color perception experiment
in York (UK) has confirmed that human perception of color changes with seasons [39]. In
general, color landscapes are more vibrant in autumn than in winter, and vibrant colors are
more likely to elicit a positive emotional response [58]. When people walks in an autumn
landscape, it can contribute to reducing people’s negative emotions, significantly increasing
in vitality and reaching higher levels of excitement and relaxation [59]. Besides, a study
on residents’ facial expression recognition in community spaces has confirmed that happy
emotion was higher in autumn and winter than in spring and summer [60]. Consequently,
the color design for community outdoor spaces can be conducted for different seasons. The
monotonous winter color landscapes can considered as a potential focal point for improve
the quality of community color in the future.

5.3. Effect of Individual Factors on Positive CER

Through the regression model analyzing the significant effects of individual factors on
positive CER, it was found that education level and visit frequency positively influenced
the positive CER of the elderly, whereas the walking time from residence negatively
influenced the positive CER. The observed positive effect of education level on CER aligns
with previous research on urban green spaces and vegetation landscapes. Generally,
people with low education levels tend to prioritize basic emotions like safety [61]. The
elderly with higher educational level have relatively higher level of physical activity, which
provides them with more opportunities to engage in outdoor activities and gain positive
perceptions [62]. Additionally, the areas with higher perception frequency and stronger
accessibility showed a stronger safety perception of environment color, indicating that
such areas are more likely to bring positive emotions [36]. In general, residents usually
rated the value of the community landscape higher for more frequently visited and more
familiar scenes than for less frequently visited and unfamiliar scenes [63]. Furthermore,
the shorter the walk, the more likely the elderly are to experience positive emotions. A
study on forest trails in the Akasawa National Recreational Fores in Japan found a similar
result, indicating that people with shorter walking time had higher overall satisfaction [64].
Moreover, related studies have also demonstrated a gender difference in travel distances,
with elderly males having a greater concentration of activities near their homes while
elderly females have a wider range of activities in different sites [65].
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Consequently, focusing on education level, visit frequency, and walking time can be
used to understand people’s color emotional needs in the community outdoor spaces. This
also reflected the internal differences within the elderly groups on CER. Both the study
on the use of remaining outdoor space by elders in Tehran [66], and the study on the use
of outdoor recreational space by elders in India [67] confirmed the internal comparability
in the perception of outdoor space among the elderly people. In the future, comparative
studies on CER of the elderly from different regions or countries could be considered.
These information can support community color precise-design targeted to the needs of the
elderly users.

5.4. Effect of Color Characteristics on Positive CER

The effect of color characteristics on CER revealed that a positive correlation between
brightness and positive CER of the elderly. In other words, the brighter colors in the
outdoor spaces, the stronger the positive CER of the elderly. This aligns with a study on
colors used in the historic landscape district, which showed that architectural colors with
high brightness are more likely to bring comfort and a pleasant visual experience [47]. Com-
pared to the classroom color environments in the low brightness group, college students
perceived the high brightness group to be more therapeutic and more likely to promote
pleasure, relaxation, and concentration [68]. Besides, there is no consensus on the associa-
tion between blue and emotion. Some studies on metaphorical associations have showed
blue is association with sadness in daily Japanese and English [13,69], which is similiar
with our finding about the negative effect of blue area ratio in community outdoor space.
However, a lot of studies on urban blue spaces have also indicated that a higher proportion
of blue color is typically more effective in relieving stress and promoting positive emotions,
particularly happiness [70,71]. Additionally, gray spaces are more likely to trigger negative
emotions of disgust, sadness [13], while gray usually tends to be boring [72]. The negative
effect of the color ratios of blue and gray on positive CER in this study, may be attributed to
the over-opened gray-blue skies and large areas of gray floor paving in the outdoor spaces
of Yi Jie Qu. While wide-open spaces may initially provide people with a bright visual
experience and a brief sense of surprise, after a period of time, this short-lived emotion
tends to be gradually replaced by negative emotions such as boredom [73]. This indicates
that a potential link between spatial openness and CER may exist, which needs to be further
clarified in the future.

5.5. Limitation

This study had two important potential limitations. Because the on-site experiments
were conducted during the Chinese regular epidemic prevention and control, we had
to access to a limited sample size, which may affect the generalizability of this work.
Moreover, due to the impact of prevention and control management, we were unable to
freely access the community’s outdoor spaces to further collect images of specific color
landscape elements. This made it difficult to further clarify the emotional responses
caused by the different color landscape elements in the scenes. In future work, it is
necessary to collect a larger sample size to compare the CER among the elderly in different
region or country. In addition, equipment for eye-tracking and virtual reality is needed to
further study emotional responses to specific color landscape elements, such as waterscape,
plantscape, rainforest landscape, hardscape and integrated landscape [40,74] as well as
distinctive spatial elements, such as street corridors, Ma Tau Walls, and various landmarks.
Thus, the data on CER can be captured more objectively. This would further enhance
the generalizability of CER methodology and deepen the study of landscape–emotion
correlations in urban design.

6. Conclusions

In response to the absence of age-friendly color planning in community outdoor spaces
in China, this study conducted an on-site CER assessment experiment, considering the
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perspective of the elderly residents in Yi Jie Qu. The main findings and countermeasures
are summarized as Table 10. In summary, this study introduced a new approach of color
emotion circumplex to describe the overall emotion tendency of color landscapes by visually
clustering the result of CER assessment. The information of emotion categorization and
quantitative color emotional in the urban design were enriched. Additionally, this study
expands the research perspective on the effects of people, colors and seasons on visual
landscape perception.

Table 10. Countermeasures for creating age-friendly color in community outdoor spaces.

Main Findings Countermeasures

The elderly had strongest emotions of
cleanliness and health

Maintaining blue-green space and its use, clean
water, neat trees.

The elderly described the color landscapes in
the community outdoor spaces as monoton

Enrich the color landscape with a combination
of layers to enhance the effect of color arousal,

active sense, and exciting emotion.

The positive color emotions of the elderly were
stronger for autumn scenes than for winter

Emphasize the creation of color diversity
through increasing the colorful foliage of

flowers and plants in winter.

Education level positively influenced elderly
residents’ CER value

Target most elderly with a lower education
level, focus on the creating the perception of

security, relaxation, and other basic emotions.

Visit frequency positively influenced elderly
residents’ CER value

Increase the number of color landscape nodes
to attract more elderly residents to engage in

outdoor activities.

Walking time from residence negatively
influenced elderly residents’ CER value

Enhance the connectivity of daily walking
paths for the elderly to improve the negative

experience of walking tiredness.

Brightness positively influenced elderly
residents’ CER value

Control the colors in the community outdoor
spaces at an average brightness level of

medium or medium-high.

Color area ratio of blue negatively influenced
elderly residents’ CER value

In spaces with excessively open sky, use plant
and artificial landscapes to secondary limit and

enclose the spaces.

Color area ratio of gray negatively influenced
elderly residents’ CER value

Reduce the proportion of gray in paving,
increase colorful permeable paving to reduce

the dull emotional experience.
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